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1.During the disaster the mains power could be down, so it is
difficult to alert people who are close to the centre of disaster
2.The alternative is to use satellites
3.Navigation satellites allow to deliver the alert locally only to the
people who is near the centre of disaster
4.Warnings will be delivered to the people who are moving to the
center of disaster and allow to re-route them to the safe places.

How it works:
• Alert about the disaster comes from the Emergency Centre
at the service of notification of the population;
• The generated message is transmitted through the focal
points on the geostationary satellite, from which is relayed on
Glonass-GPS satellites;
• With the satellite navigation signal is broadcast to users in
a format adapted for Glonass-GPS receivers;
• A user who is in the immediate vicinity of the danger of the
hearth (30-50 km), receives an audio signal at the receiver
display shows the text message and duplicated by voice.

•

As the navigator (and / or smartphone) determine our location and
announce an alarm only if we are in close proximity to the source.
Responsibility radius can be specified in the message itself. It can be
as 1 km in the case of a big car accident and 5-10 km for larger events.
Thus, we have a local alert the population, which is in close proximity to
the source of danger. Plus the navigator will find an alternative route
from the disaster area to prevent blocking traffic problems.

Radio broadcasting through the navigation satellites

Summary

• Let’s summarise: the navigator in the car or smart phone not only performs
the usual navigation functions, but also becomes a tool that is able to
receive the message and notify the owner of being in close proximity to the
source of danger, regardless of whether the power is, and whether mobile
networks operate.
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